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Abstract:
As distaance learning continuees to develoop and evollve, this ressearch repoort surveys the way
distancee students seek inform
mation. Thiis study wa
as conducteed on New
w Zealand theology
t
undergrraduate distance studeents’ and focuses mainly on how technology
t
contributes to their
informaation seekinng process. Based on a mixed methods
m
methodology, it aims to find
f
out
where students
s
seeek informatiion, what kiind of inform
mation theyy are lookinng for, and explores
e
how tecchnology annd social neetworking sites changee or contribbute to the iinformation seeking
processs. The mainn aim was to find outt how studeents access free
f
onlinee resources such as
Google books, opeen source journals and websites.
The findings from this researrch revealeed that therre are a nuumber of w
ways underg
graduate
theology
gy distance students loook for infoormation, and
a use infoormation. For examp
ple some
studentss’ main foccus is to seek
s
resourrces to com
mplete an assignment
a
and thus have
h
no
intentioon of learning from the
t experiennce. Theirr aim is too seek resoources to meet
m
the
requirements of the assignment. On the other hand
d, there are students thhat have exp
perience
either thhrough theiir work or from
f
other study.
s
Thiss group of students
s
havve the know
wledge in
hand annd simply seeek resources to support their argu
ument.
The ressearch propposes a new
w informatioon seeking model
m
whichh is based oon a cyclic process.
p
The prooposed inforrmation seeeking behavviour model,, supports thhe many waays studentss behave
when seeeking for information
i
n. The charracteristics “starting/cchaining, evvaluation, browsing
b
and wriiting” are not
n steps annd it can bee overlappeed or interreelated. On some occa
asions, a
step migght even bee missed duee to the timee frame and
d the availabbility of ressources available to
distancee students.
The ressearch endss with a nuumber of reecommendations that library
l
could possibly employ
when seerving the needs
n
of ourr distance sttudents.
Keyworrds: distancce, informatiion seeking,
g, theology, open
o
sourcee
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As distance learning continues to develop and evolve, surveying distance students is a
foundation for effective library services (Hensley & Miller, 2010, p. 679). This study will
describe New Zealand theology undergraduate distance students’ experiences when searching
for free online information. It will focus mainly on how technology contributes to their
information seeking process. It aims to find out where students seek information, what kind
of information they are looking for, and explores how technology and social networking sites
change or contribute to the information seeking process. It also includes open access
scholarly resources.
Chowdhury and Foo (2012, p. 143) defined open access as, “access to digital content free at
the point of use… It had its origins on the one hand in the exponential rise in the costs of
scholarly information sources, especially journals, and on the other hand in the ease of
publication and communication facilities that became available with the advent and
proliferation of the internet and various new e-publishing models and standards”.
The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Guidelines state: “The library
has primary responsibility for making its resources and services available to its users
regardless of physical location”(American Library Association, 2006). However, libraries
which support distance education students find it difficult to establish how these students are
using their resources, or if their resources and services are meeting the needs of their
students. Is even more challenging trying to access the use of free online resources.
Research Questions
The study addresses the following research questions:
1) Where do undergraduate theology distance students look for online information?
2) How do these students describe their information process?
3) How do these students describe the use of electronic information resources in their
information seeking?
Literature Review
In recent years there have been a number of studies that focus on the needs of distance
students, which have been used to enhance library services to them. Holloway’s study
explored how document delivery supports distance students’ learning (Holloway, 2008). She
states that statistics on distance students’ use of library resources are important especially
when examining patterns over time, providing a valuable resource in directing the library
distance programme (Holloway, 2008, p. 491). Hensley and Miller explored distance
students’ communication preferences and their particular research needs when planning for
library instruction sessions (Hensley & Miller, 2010). The findings were used by the
University of Illinois Library to more effectively provide library instruction for distance
students (Hensley & Miller, 2010, p. 682).
The largest recent study on information seeking behaviour in a tertiary context (not just
distance students) was done by Head and Eisenberg, who directed Project Information
Literacy which attracted 8,353 responses to their survey (Head & Eisenberg, 2010). The first
part of the project was on how college students find information and their preferred use of
information sources. It was then continued to the next level, which includes how students
evaluate information and how they use the information (Head & Eisenberg, 2010, p. 2). One
of the major findings from the research is that most 84% of the students surveyed stated that
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the most difficult step was getting started with the research process (Head & Eisenberg, 2010,
p. 3).
Social networking tools such as Web 2.0 have become widespread, and are utilized as
alternative modes of teaching and learning (Dadzie, 2009, p. 207). Web 2.0 has advantages
as the processes are not confined by place or time. Luo conducted semi-structured interviews
to examine the adoption of Web 2.0 technology in information literacy instructions at a
university setting (Luo, 2010). The findings suggest that it has a positive impact on teaching
and learning.
In theology, Gorman (1990) conducted research on the patterns of information seeking and
library use among teaching staff in seven Adelaide Theological Colleges in Australia. The
data collected, such as the importance of networks, relied on personal collections as well as
library resources and were interesting; but, the results are now out-of-data due to the changes
in technology. For example: one of the results found that the participants were not interested
in more sophisticated library services (Gorman, 1990, p. 155).
However, it was not
elaborated in detail what the library services were. In recent years, Penner (2009) conducted
research on the information needs and behaviours of theology students at the International
Baptist Theological Seminary. The research was focused on doctoral and master’s level
students at dissertation stage. The paper found that there is a need to improve in-depth search
skills for students, more electronic resources and the possibility of digitising primary reading
materials (Penner, 2009, p. 73).
Methodology
This study used a two-phase, sequential mixed methods approach with a survey as the
primary tool. Its intent was to survey the information seeking behaviour of distance students
enrolled at New Zealand theological colleges and tertiary institutions with theology courses.
In the first phase, quantitative questions explored what resources students use, how they
locate information, and addressed the challenges of information seeking and electronic
information resources. Information from this first phase was explored further in a second
qualitative phase. In the second phase, qualitative surveys asked ten students to list the steps
they took to locate information by exploring aspects of how the Internet and access to
electronic information affected their behaviour when locating scholarly materials. “The
reason for following up with qualitative research in the second phase is to better understand
and explain the quantitative results” (Creswell, 2009, p. 122).
A web-based survey was conducted in April-May 2011. Similar to Hensley and Miller’s
survey questions, the questions consist of a number of multiple-choice questions that
included open-ended “other” options which allowed respondents shared additional qualitative
data (Hensley & Miller, 2010). This survey draws on the conceptual framework of
information seeking behaviour of Ellis along with two new characteristics suggested by Ge:
“preparation and planning” and “revising”1. The second part of the research consisted of a
semi-structured survey questionnaire and was conducted in June 2011. Ten students were
randomly selected to participate in the survey. All the surveys and correspondence were
conducted online.

1

(Six fundamental charcteristics: starting, chaining, browsing, differentiating, monitoring and extracting D.
Ellis, 1989; Ge, 2010)
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Major findings from the study

1) Where do undergradua
u
ate theologyy distance sttudents lookk for onlinee informatio
on?
70% off the particcipants (60 participants) indicated
d that they used searcch engines such as
Google or Yahoo when
w
seekinng informattion. On thee other handd, 29% (25 participantss) stated
that theey occasionaally or neveer use searchh engines when
w
seekingg informatioon. This is the
t third
commoon source off locating foor information. This reesult in the study
s
differrs from the research
r
conductted by Brahhme and Walters
W
that state Goog
gle was onlly used to a limited ex
xtent by
studentss (Brahme & Walters, 2010, p. 501). This could be innfluenced byy the popullation of
their stuudy which was
w doctoraate studentss while this study is onn undergradduate studen
nts. We
can assume that att a doctoratte level, stuudents are more
m
aware of researchh databases and the
importaance of finnding schollarly materiials. How
wever, it caannot be geeneralised that the
populattion of this study usess search enngines to lo
ocate inform
mation or aarticles only
y as the
particippants indicaated that thhey are aw
ware and offten consullt reputablee websites such as
www.biiblegatewayy.com and www.bestcommentarries.com. This is because th
hey use
informaation over the
t Internet for differennt purposess. 59% (511 of the parrticipants) in
ndicated
that theey never or at some time used Google
G
Book
ks and/or Google
G
Schoolar2, and 31%
3
(26
particippants) use it
i often or in every innformation seeking sittuation (Figgure 1). Th
hey used
Google Books andd Google Schholar to broowse throug
gh the content and the eeasy accessiibility of
it makes it attractivve as a starting point.
On the other handd, 33% (28 of the resppondents) have never used
u
Googlle books or Google
Scholarr.
40%

Questio
on

33%

20%

9%

17%

2

3

19%

0%
1
Neever

4

12%

5 All
the
time

Where do you seek information to
o
our course infformation
meet yo
needs?
Google books or Goo
ogle scholar?
?

Figuure 1

Figuree 1
This coould be beccause of theyy are not aw
ware of it or
o were adviised not to consult thiss source,
or fear of
o the difficculty to evalluate resourrces.
Herreraa’s (2011, p.
p 318) studdy pointed out
o that there is greateer variety off resources such as
confereence proceeedings and open sourrce journals in Google Scholar in comparrison to
traditionnal library databases. Thereforre, users in
n a way arre worse ooff if they exclude
searchinng in Googgle scholar. Also, Gooogle Books has a greatt deal of hiistorical maaterial in
full textt (out of coppyright) or excerpts
e
of books that are useful to theological students.
2) How do theese studentss describe thheir informaation processs?

2

10% of the participan
nts didn’t answ
wer this questtion.

4

The maajority of thhe participannts are conffident most of the timee with their research sk
kills, but
only eigght percent indicated that they aree confident all the timee (Figure 2)). This is probably
p
due to the
t participaants’ backgrround educaation and th
he experiencce they havee in this discipline.

37%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

36%

Question
n
1
13%

8%

5%
1
Never

2

3

4

I am con
nfident in myy research skkills

5 All
the
time

Figure 2

One stuudent elaborrated that,
“Well I thinnk that mayybe studentss need to bee taught how
w to researcch better. Bu
ut this is
coming froom the perrspective off someone who only has NCEA
A level 1 English.
Although I know I'm not dumb I finished school
s
earlyy and wasn''t really tau
ught that
much whenn it comes to
t research, it was only
y when I diid the first yyear last yeear that I
had to learnn how to a lot myself.
f. But lecturrers did helpp a bit. I thhink if I'd stayed in
school I woould have piicked up onn those skills a bit moree. But still thhe level of research
r
is much harrder at univversity level of study.”
Hence, this explainns the reasoon why 61%
%, (52 of the
t participaants) indicaated that theey often
have to redo their searching by
b using diffferent term
ms when seaarching for information
n. While
modifyiing a searchh to get bettter results is
i a normal part of seaarching by cconfident seearchers,
in less confident searchers itt is symptoomatic of poor
p
choicee of initial search term
ms. The
t
studentts are unsurre of search
h strategies or wanting to browse at more
reasonss could be that
results before deciiding. 52% (33 particippants stated
d that searcching skills are a barrier when
3
searchinng or locating for inforrmation . However,
H
th
his research does not coover which parts of
the reseearch proceess are partiicularly diffficult for sttudents thatt have beenn explored in other
studies.. Head andd Eisenberg’’s follow upp research in
i 2010 adddressed this issue. Theey found
that gettting startedd in the courrse related research
r
is the
t most chaallenging prrocess that involves
i
“defininng a topic, narrowing it down annd sorting through seaarch resultss that are reelevant”
(Head & Eisenberrg, 2010, p. 26). The study by Brahme
B
andd Walters, ccomparing research
r
skills, found
f
that “distance students revvealed much
h less confi
fidence in thheir researcch skills
comparred with onssite studentss” (Brahme & Walters,, 2010, p. 5006). Neverthheless this could
c
be
due to a number off reasons annd factors and
a cannot be
b generalizzed. Studeents in that research
r
describee the lack of
o awarenesss of library resources, which may result in laack of confid
dence in
using reesearch toolls (Brahme & Walters, 2010, p. 50
07).

3

People may select more than one checkbox, so percentage may
m add up to
o more than 10
00%.
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According to Maybee (2007), the information seeking process involves steps or stages that
begin with knowing that there is a need for information. Following this, a search is
conducted and information accumulated. As a result the information is able to be utilized
and therefore the information need was resolved (Maybee, 2007, p. 458). For example this
participant describes the process:
“….usually search Google with keywords for a scan of information and see if any of
the authors turn up with pdf downloadable files or mp3/4 files that I can watch on the
topic. I then use the library catalogue and do keywords search. Hopefully the results
will show relevant books. I tend to look up any recommended articles (from the
lecturer). I look at footnotes in books I read and also in articles and try to trace them
down. This can be a goldmine (really useful). Sometimes I find several articles all
referring to the same book or journal and if I do then I try to get that.”
Another issue that influences the process is time. 78% of students who answered this
question (49 of the participants) indicated that they struggle with time.
It is evident that time constraints affect students’ information seeking process. However, this
issue has not been explored in the literature4. The reasons this is a particular issue with this
group may include the nature of theology students’ other commitments such as church
placements or church work. This could also due to the fact that distance students are usually
more mature and therefore also have family obligations (Roach, 2009, p. 19).
3. How do these students describe the use of electronic information resources in their
information seeking?
What are participants’ main sources of information? The majority of the participants
indicated that their main sources of information are commentaries, theological books and
books on Biblical topics. Seventy eight percent (sixty six of the participants) indicated that
they prefer hardcopy while 26% (twenty two of the participants) prefer electronic books. The
percentage added up to more than 100% is because participants are allowed to select more
than one source. This reflects that there are students that prefer both the formats. The main
reason hardcopy is the most popular is because it is perceived as easy to read.
Websites are ranked second highest as one of the main sources of information by participants.
This is because easy access and no controlled vocabulary attracted students to use it.
Nevertheless, when asked whether courseware social networking sites such as Moodle,
Facebook, Blackboard or Careyonline are use as resources to seek for information, only 14%
(12 of the participants) stated that they used the sites during most or all of their searches
(Figure 3). On the other hand, 48% (41 participants) indicated that they have never used
these sites at all. Forty two percent (forty four participants) indicated that they have used
social networking sites at various times. However is important to note that the percentage
might not be accurate as there are institution that has no social networking sites for students
and staff. At this stage, I am not aware of any providers uses Facebook to deliver course
content. Facebook is mainly use as an informal information gathering.

4

Time factor was not raised in Al-Suqri (2011), Brahme and Walters (2010), Hensley and Miller (2010), Ge
(2010), Maybee (2007) and Penner (2009)
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Questioon
Do youu use any of these resouurces to seekk for inform
mation?
Social networking
n
site (e.g.Mooodle, Faceebook, Black
kboard, CarreyOnline eetc..)

Web 2..0 technoloogies such as blogs, Facebook
F
and
a Twitterr have channged how libraries
commuunicate to library userrs. Accordding to Ge,, the rise of
o Web 2.00 technolog
gies has
changedd the inform
mation seekking behaviiour of userrs (Ge, 2010, p. 452). Social com
mputing
tools arre also used for informaation literaccy training and
a are an ideal
i
sourcee of commu
unication
with disstance studeents (Luo, 2010).
2
Onee participantt stated,
“The Blogoosphere is a much undderappreciatted avenue for researchh. There arre many
students off all levels, PhD's annd prof's ettc. out therre bloggingg whose co
ontent is
searchable and who'ree often falling-over-themselves-hhelpful in annswering questions
q
and suggestting avenuees of enquiryy, suggested
d readings and
a so forthh. “
Neverthheless, this study foundd that only a small perrcentage, 299% (25 parrticipants) in
ndicated
that they use blogss as a sourcee of informaation (Figurre 4).

B
Blogs

67%

0.7
0
0
0.6
0
0.5
0
0.4
0
0.3
0
0.2
0
0.1
0

Do you use any of these resources to
D
o
seeek for inforrmation? Ho
ow often?
12%

Blogs

1
Never
N

2

9%

5%

3

4

3%
5 All
the
time

Figure 4
Therefoore we can assume
a
thatt theology sttudents are not using social compuuting tools as much
as studeents in som
me other dissciplines. This
T
could be due to the basic liibrary manaagement
systemss and websites that do not
n include Web 2.0 fu
unctionality,, and also too time limitss.
7

The ability to link to Google Books, the function of RSS aggregators or ability to tweet is
changing the ways students search for information (Ge, 2010, p. 452). Other influences are
the increasing availability of scholarly open access scholarly articles, digitalised books and
mobile computing.
Ellis’s “chaining” process occurs when users find a bibliography on the websites. The
bibliography can then be used as a starting point to locate other information. As found in
previous studies, citation chaining is an important characteristic. According to George et. al,
“nearly half of all graduate students use citation chaining to build a body of literature. Using
relevant resources, students check references, bibliographies, endnotes and footnotes for
other sources. They repeat their search using this new list of sources. Chaining enables
students to search for a known citation and limits their need to use a general search that
returns a huge amount of resources that are difficult and time-consuming to search (Ge,
2010).”
Participants indicated that they do a lot of browsing on the Internet to locate information.
This includes looking at abstracts, course outlines and browsing online blogs. 39% (33
participants) indicated that they bookmark relevant website addresses and revisit the sites
regularly.
Ellis’s characteristic of “extracting” has a close relationship with monitoring. Students may
appear to monitor at first but end up extracting information during the process.
“I usually read the abstract first and then if it sounds about on the subject I will open it
and save it as a PDF. I don’t usually read more than a few pages online. I am in a
searching mode not reading mode.”
Al-Suqri’s research found that nearly all respondents skim through key elements of resources
(including table of contents, index and abstract) to generate an overview of the contents and
identify key points (Al-Suqri, 2011, p. 7). A number of participants suggested that the
library should include table of contents information in catalogue records for students to look
at. While it is becoming increasingly common to find contents notes and summaries in large
academic library and public library catalogues, this is not widespread in smaller
organisations, which is a disadvantage for distance students. However the volume of
resources available on Google Books has increased the chances of extracting this
information, as tables of contents are usually made available even if the full text is not.
Ge’s research on the information seeking behaviour of multidisciplinary academic
researchers recommended two new characteristics that could be added to David Ellis’s
behaviour model (Ge, 2010), “Preparation and planning” and “information management”.
However, the results from this study do not indicate the importance of these two
characteristics. For example: participants did not indicate that they plan their searches.
There is no comment that they thought about different keywords, truncation, or Boolean
searches in order to perform effective searches. One participant indicated that he was
frustrated but did not attempt to solve the problem by using the ‘help’ function in the
database or ask a librarian.
Ge’s “Information management” characteristic is also not demonstrated in this study. Only
9% (8 of the participants) indicated that they manage their resources by using Zotero,
Endnote, or RefWorks. Ge argues that information management become more important and
8

challengging as researchers discover
d
reesources in the data-rrich world. Managing
g digital
materiaals can be challenging
c
and effectiive tools caan be usefull for inform
mation manaagement
(Ge, 20010, p. 450). Neverthheless, is im
mportant to note that not
n all instiitutions aree able to
providee bibliographhic manageement tools software fo
or their stafff and studennts.
Conclussion
The findings of thiis study revvealed that undergradua
u
ate distance students’ innformation seeking
appearss to differ from that reported inn other studies of onsite studentts, academiics, and
researchhers. Ellis’s (1989) infformation seeking mod
del does nott seem to fitt when stud
dying the
behavioour of underrgraduate distance
d
studdents as theey have diff
fferent challlenges in regards to
locatingg resources, studying at a distannce and tim
me pressure.. A revisedd version of Ellis’s
model is
i needed inn order to beetter understtand distancce students’’ behaviour..
Ellis’s characterist
c
tics in his model
m
begin with “starting” which is when ressearchers id
dentify a
key papper to comm
mence the search. Thhe followin
ng characterristic is “chhaining” wh
hich the
processs requires foollowing upp references to articles and books. The “chainning” charaacteristic
relates to “browsing” is becaause the neext processs require reesearchers tto identify relevant
sourcess from the prrevious stepp (D. Ellis, 1989, p. 176).
The prooposed inforrmation seeeking modell for distancce students.

Starting/
Chaining

B
Browsing
Evaluating
Information
n
seeking
Writing

Outputt

Figure 5
The prroposed moodel arguess that there are only
y four charracteristics: Starting/cchaining,
browsinng, evaluatiing and wriiting. The characteristtics do not consist of steps and th
here are
times thhe characteeristics can be overlappped or interrrelated. For
F examplee: students at times
browse the libraryy or their own collection first before acttually startiing looking
g at the
bibliogrraphy listedd in their couurse materials. Evaluaating processses can occcur at the beeginning
as studeents might be
b aware off specific auuthors of thee topic theyy are researcching. The process
of writing can stiimulate thee other charracteristics such as brrowsing, inn a cyclic process.
According to Palm
mer, Teffeau and Pirrmann, a few
f
studiess have repoorted on leevels of
9

information use associated with writing processes (Palmer, Teffeau, & Pirmann, 2009, p. 22).
This is supported by Palmer, Cragin and Hogan (2004) who state that “both searching and
reading were shown to continue during the writing phases in experimental and informatics
project, particularly to judge how to discuss new findings and claims in relation to existing
literature (Palmer et al., 2009, p. 22)”.
Therefore the first protocol for such students is to evaluate resources by authors they are
familiar with. The process can also begin when writing. Many students will only start to
browse through either hardcopy or online resources to support an argument. It is easier to
locate information when the student knows exactly what they are looking for.
One of the findings from this study pointed out that time is a major factor for distance
students. The time factor will affect their information seeking behaviour and therefore the
information seeking processes are shorter compared to the model suggested by Ellis (D. Ellis,
1989).
It is worth noting here that Globethics.net library (www.globethics.net) which was set up
since the end of 2008 is a free global digital library specialised in the field of applied ethics.
This website is an example of collaboration among commercial publishers; open access
authors and Globethics.net participants for making resources available online. Its
specialization which is in the field of applied ethics and full text content is an advantage for
theological libraries that have limited resources in applied ethics (Stuckelberger & Vallotton,
2010, p. 307). Furthermore the Globethics.net model, could have a potential of synergies
such as decreasing costs, increase interaction between world regions and languages and
publication of theological research results (Stuckelberger & Vallotton, 2010, p. 310).
E-books offer functionality such as accessibility at anytime and anywhere, which is a real
advantage in distance learning (Minčić-Obradović, 2011, p. 18). The preview of books
available through Google Books is also one of the sources distance students can benefit from.
The ability of looking at the table of contents is an advantage as distance students are able to
request the relevant pages to be scanned for them. Services such as Ebook Library (EBL)
provides a unique link to book chapters, which allows course readings to be identified.
Chapters can be utilised for reserve lending by libraries, and students benefit as the links
reduce searching time when looking for required readings. Nevertheless, the limited online
availability of the main text books and encyclopaedias in the theology discipline is an issue.
There is a move to electronic textbooks for purchase or hire, which may transform the
textbook market over the next few years.
Google Scholar Library Links allow libraries to link to resources they subscribe to via a link
resolver. Herrera’s study on University of Mississippi library resources found that library
link resolver was second only to EBSCO databases (Herrera, 2011, p. 327) in student use.
The findings from this research revealed that there are a number of ways undergraduate
theology distance students look for information, and use information. For example some
students’ main focus is to seek resources to complete an assignment and thus have no
intention of learning from the experience. Their aim is to seek resources to meet the
requirements of the assignment. On the other hand, there are students that have experience
either through their work or from other study. This group of students have the knowledge in
hand and simply seek resources to support their argument.

10

Further research focussed mainly on the use of Web 2.0 technologies in the library
environment among distance students could assist us to broaden our understanding of their
behaviour. As Ellis and Goodyear pointed out, “Web 2.0 technologies are not a homogenous
set. There is a great deal of difference between a student posting photos on their Facebook
site and a team of students working together to produce a Wikipedia entry. Facility with, an
enthusiasm for, the social use of Facebook should not be taken into imply either a willingness
to engage in the collaborative construction of knowledge or an understanding of why this
might be valuable (R. Ellis & Goodyear, 2010, p. 48)”.
A larger scale study that employ distance students of other disciplines and include additional
methods would offer the possibility of robust generalizable conclusions and
recommendations.
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